We report experimental guiding of high-voltage (HV) sparks discharges in air with plasma filaments generated by a terawatt femtosecond laser. Large sparks discharges are shoot up from a HV electrode fixed at the top of a Tesla coil voltage elevator to a farther grounded one. Ultrashort laser pulsed beams of energy on the order of the mJ through open air exhibit non-linear propagation effects. Indeed, long plasma filaments with electron density of 10 16 -10 18 cm -3 can be generated as the result of a dynamical competition between non-linear Kerr self-focusing and plasma defocusing, which is caused by the laser field ionization of air. These plasma filaments with characteristic radii of about 100 μm are remotely generated and persist over long propagation distance. Such straight conductive plasma column can carry high current and high voltage in atmospheric air 1,2 . The unique properties of plasma filaments make them ideally suitable for the triggering and guiding of HV discharges over long gaps.
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In the experiments the filaments were generated by pulses with 400 fs duration and energy of 300 mJ focused with a 5 meters focal lens. The HV Tesla coil source can deliver bursts pulses with voltage of positive/negative polarities up to 350 kV and with a few tens μs rise time. We modified the Tesla coil to be able the trigger the discharges pulses with sub microsecond jitter. We present results of fully developed and perfectly straight laser-guided arcs bridging the gap between two electrodes. The rate of successful laser-guided discharges is 100 percent at 1 Hz repetition rate. An attractive purpose is the use of the plasma column heated by the guided HV discharges as a radiating element with air in support. For instance, it could find applications for virtual plasma antennas in radiofrequencies range. 
